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Why do some houses sell above listing price while neighboring similar houses do not? Is it 
because sellers underprice their property? Are some real estate agents particularly skilled at 
bringing in high value buyers, or are some sellers lucky to have high value buyers show up? 

Perhaps surprisingly, selling above 
listing price is not a market-specific or 
market-phase phenomenon. For 
example, in the Richmond, Virginia 
metro market, 34% of properties sold at 
or above the list price from 2001 to 
2015, and ranged from a high average of 
52% over list price in 2005 during the 
boom to a low average of 9% above list 
price in 2012 after the market crash. 
Weighing the roles of seller 
underpricing (whether purposeful or 

accidental), agent strategy, and luck requires a novel twist on the usual approach to analyzing 
such transactions. 

Before addressing why houses sell above listing price, it is worth noting that selling above 
listing price need not mean that the sales price is higher than it would be if the listing price had 
been set higher. These houses may be so underpriced that the resultant selling price, while above 
listing price, is still below market. However, in the market examined here, houses that sell above 
listing price do sell at an average premium of over 1% relative to the market. 

Listing Price 

We begin by considering how the listing price is set. We expect sellers to set listing prices 
recognizing the tradeoff between the expected selling price and liquidity or speed of the sale. 
Those facing divorce settlements, estate resolution, or job relocation might be more willing to 
trade lower prices for quicker sales and use lower listing prices to signal their eagerness to 
buyers. On the other hand, some sellers may be ill-informed, underestimating demand. While 
agents advise them, not all sellers follow their advice, and agents themselves may encourage 
underpricing to make managing seller expectations and marketing easier. 

To sort out each factor's effects, we examine residential properties listed for sale in the 
Richmond, VA, metro area for 1,312 brokerage offices and over 8,500 agents with an average 
experience of just under 13 years. Approximately 3.2% of sold properties are agent-owned, and 
15% are dual agency transactions. 
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The analysis begins by removing agent influence on the observed listing price to obtain a 
measure of seller mispricing. The next stage of the study uses this measure of seller intent or 
market knowledge along with listing agent experience measures and observed selling strategies 
to sort out how sellers and agents each influence the likelihood of selling at or above listing 
price. The econometric model provides a measure of "luck" as well. 

Summarizing several key results, we find that the price segment matters in this market. The 
probability of selling above list increases with house value in Richmond. But luck also matters as 
houses fortunate enough to be near others that previously sold above listing price are more likely 
to sell above list themselves. Such a discrepancy in pricing probably occurs because many 
buyers use nearby transactions, rather than the total market, as reference points when structuring 
their offers. 

Seller Influence 

Not surprisingly, seller underpricing (whether purposeful or in error) increases the 
probability of selling above listing price, with the strongest effect observed in the mid-range 
price segment in the Richmond market. Decisions to sell vacant or tenant-occupied houses 
reduce the probability of selling above list, in line with considerable existing evidence that these 
properties tend to sell at discounts. Limited property showings also reduce the likelihood of 
selling above list. Surprisingly, requiring buyer mortgage prequalification does not influence 
selling price, and incentives like offering home warranties actually lower the probability of 
selling above listing price. 

Agent Influence 

Agent effects provide some unexpected results as well. Extensive agent comments in the 
listing increase the likelihood of selling above list, but the number of pictures does not. 
Comments appear to be more effective than pictures in drawing the attention of agents working 
with high value buyers. Greater agent experience, in terms of tenure or previous sales, also 
increases the probability of selling above listing price. Nonetheless, sales above listing price tend 
to occur early in the listing contract period, evidence that luck matters as these high value buyers 
show up early in the marketing period during which agents have the weakest incentives to push 
the property aggressively.i  Other agent strategies also have surprising effects; for example, 
incentives like cooperative broker commission rates or bonuses are not the key to sales above 
list, and dual agency transactions are less likely to sell at or above listing price. 

Interestingly, agent-owned houses are less likely than client houses to sell above listing 
price. This is in line with broader evidence that agents do not behave the same when selling their 
own houses as when selling their clients' houses.ii Finally, luck matters. Overwhelmingly. Seller 
behavior, agent strategies, property and neighborhood characteristics, and market conditions only 
account for about 18% of the likelihood of selling above listing price in the market studied. Luck 
appears to be at work over 80% of the time. 
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What does this mean for agents? 
• Underpricing to sell above listing price may not lead to higher selling price.
• Underpricing effects on selling above list vary significantly across price segments.
• Whether it is the more extensive inter-agent network or greater buyer contact marketing

skills, emulating what more experienced agents do, is likely to result in higher sale prices.
• Pictures are essential to buyers, but listing comments are more important for agents

working with high value buyers.
• Offering commission splits and bonuses are not effective ways to sell above listing price.
• Sales above listing price more likely occur early in the listing contract period than later.
• Good agents consider whether the strategy of selling above listing price is in the best

interest of the seller.
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i Claurettie and Daneshvary (2008) and Anderson, Brastow, Turnbull, and Waller (2014) provide evidence that 
agents' sales efforts increase as the listing contract period nears its end. 
ii Rutheford, Springer, and Yavas (2005), Levitt and Syverson (2008), Barwich, Pathak and Wong (2017) and Bian, 
Turnbull and Waller (2017) provide evidence of this pervasive principal/agent problem. 
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